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Summary

RSMTool is a collection of tools for researchers working on the development of automated scoring engines
for written and spoken responses in an educational context. The main purpose of the tool is to simplify the
integration of educational measurement recommendations into the model building process and to allow the
researchers to rapidly and automatically generate comprehensive evaluations of the scoring model.

RSMTool takes as input a feature file with numeric, non-sparse features extracted from the responses and a
human score and lets you try several different machine learning algorithms to try and predict the human score
from the features. RSMTool allows the use of simple OLS regression as well as several more sophisticated
regressors including Ridge, SVR, AdaBoost, and Random Forests, available through integration with the SKLL
toolkit (Blanchard et al. 2014). The tool also includes several regressors which ensure that all coefficients in
the final model are positive to meet the requirement that all feature contributions are additive (Loukina et al.
2015). The primary novel contribution of RSMTool is a comprehensive, customizable HTML statistical report
that contains feature descriptives, subgroup analyses, model statistics, as well as several different evaluation
measures illustrating model efficacy. The various numbers and figures in the report are highlighted based on
whether they exceed or fall short of the recommendations laid out by (Williamson, Xi, and Breyer 2012).
The structure of RSMTool makes it easy for researchers to add new analyses without making any changes to
the core code structure thus allowing for a wide range of psychometric evaluations.

The tool is written in Python and works on all platforms (Windows/Linux/Mac OS X). The source code is
available from Github (Madnani and Loukina 2016)
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